Abstract
Introduction
Let G = SO(n) or Spin(n); we will describe the integral rings H*(G : .l) and H *(G : .l) (under Pontryagin product) in terms of explicit generators. Despite the considerable literature on this subject, some of it dating back to the 1950's, the multiplicative structure was not previously known except for small values of n (see, for example, the introduction to the recent paper of Kac [4] ). In fact, even H*(SO(n) IT: Z), where T is a maximal torus in SO(n), was computed only in the 1970's [6, 10] . We shall give a simple computation of this last ring and then use the spectral sequence of T ~ G ~ G I T to get at G; along the way we answer affirmatively a question of Kac [4] proving that the integral Serre spectral sequence of this bundle for G = SO(n) or Spin(n) collapses at E3" This is the main reason for using the Serre spectral sequence in the paper. We are also well-nigh forced to give a new computation of H*(Spin(n) : lF 2 ) as an algebra over the Steenrod algebra d (2) ; this was done by Borel [3] only on the transgressive part, and subsequently completed to the 'exceptional generator' in an announcement by Svarc [8] . However, our definition of this t:Aceptional gent... , '3r and computations with it are more global and completely free of cell-decompositions.
Of course, the structure of H '" (G : Q) ana HAG: Q) is classical from Hopf's theorem. Miller [7] computed H*(SO(n) : 1F 2 ) as a Inodule over d (2) and proved that the torsion subgroup of H*(SO(n): Z) has exponent 2, thus givi 19 the additive structure of the integral cohomology; he also computed H *(SO(n) : 1F 2 ). Borel [3] derived these results on SO(n) concisely from his celebrated Transgression Theorem, and extended some of them to Spin(n). In [3] he computed H"'(Spin(n) : IF p)' p ~ 2 and enough of the d(2) module structure of H"'(Spin(n) : !F2) to conclude that the torsion subgroup of H*(Spin(n) : Z) has exponent 2: he also computed H *(Spin(n) : 1F 2 ) for n:510 and proved the noncommutativity of this ring for n = 10. The description of the Pontryagin product in H *(Spin(n) : IF z ) was completed by Svarc [8] ; and apparently this is also due to Kojima [5] (but I am relying on later papers of S. Araki and W.
Browder for this attribution, not having access to Kojima's paper).
Nontopologists to the contrary, the cup-product in H*(G: IFp) (for all p > 2) does not give the integral cup-product, even in the presence of the additive description of the integral cohomology; the point is that certain elements of infinite order have squares (and higher powers) of order 2, and this cannot be deduced simply from the modular rings. What one has to do is to create enough integral elements, in a sense a priori, to generate the integral ring; then one can compute the relations (as well as the Pontryagin product) using the results of Miller and Borel, by relating the mod 2 reductions of the integral generators to an explicit set of generators for H*(G : 1F2). It is thus to match our generators with known computations ihat we have to rederive known results in our own terms; this accounts largely for the length of the paper.
The results of this paper complete the description of the integral cohomology and Pontryagin rings for all classical simply-connected groups. The exceptional groups, PSO(2n) and the 'semi-Spin' groups SSpin(4n) will be taken up elsewhere.
It turns out that the caiculations for SO(n) are parallel to those of Spin(n) and somewhat simpler; thus SO(n) is relegated to the last section of this paper where the parallels are briefly set out. Similarly, Spin(2n) shares many features in common with Spin(2n + 1); thus the main focus of the paper is on Spin(2n + 1), with occasional remarks on the case of type D Il . In fact, using certain general features of the computations of BIl and DIl-and without recourse to the nitty-gritty of the full description-we prove (in Section 2) the following theorem: (Of course, e transgresses to the Euler class in the universal bundle.) The corresponding result is true for SO(n) as well, und the theorem reduces our task to establishing only those features of type Dfl + I which are needed for this proof. However, the analogous assertion is false for the Pontryagin product !fl the homology of Spin(2n + 2): see Theorem 3 in Section 6.
Here is a brief description of H*(Spin(2n + and VI where I is ~ ce-rtain multi-index (see Section 5) . The elements Xj have degree 4j -1 and infinite order. and their square-free products form a Z-basis for the free part of the cohomology ring. The other generators are of order 2. The llj generate the so-called 'Chow ring' and the VI come from the Bockstein of a distinguished set of elements in H*(Spin(2n + 1) : 1F 2 ). All squares land in the Chow ring, and in fact one can eliminate ro~6hly half the Uk by using the squares of the Xj (see Proposition 5.5). The rather long list of relations among these generators can be found in Propositions 5.5-5.8.
The principal effort in this paper is concentrated on the followi.lg:
(a) The construc1-10n of explicit elements x I . . . .
• XII with the properties above;
this is taken up in Sections 4 and 5 using the results of Section 3 on H*(SO(n) I T:Z). (b) The proof in Section 4 that the torsion ideal in E](Z) for
is an 1F 2 -vector space; together with (a) this is the crucial step in proving E3(Z) = Ex(Z) because, unlike the modular case [4] . as soon as 11 2: 5 there are generators in E3(Z) of fibre degree 2:2.
(c) The isolation of the exceptional generator of H*(Spin(n): 1F 2 ) and the action of d (2) on it which also uses steps f;om (a). With the aid of (a) and (c) and an argument which we hope the reader will not find too devious. we can prove Theorem 1 (Section 2). In Section 6 we work out the integral Pontryagin product for Spin(n) and in Section 7 we t _ord the parallel assertions (of Sections 4-6) for SO(n).
Notations and preliminaries
1.1. R will denote the coefficient ring for all homology and cohomology groups in this paper; it will always be a principal ideal domain. in practice being 7L. a localization of 7L (induding iQl) or one of the Galoi~ ~dds IF!'. is an R-basis for A *. In this case we write A* = .1*{a" ... , a,J.
Let
Note that in particular A * is connected if Jeg a j > 0 for all i and a free R-module of rank 211; this terminology differs from that of Borel [3] when char R ¥ 2.
1.3. If M is a closed oriented manifold, we will denote by [M] E HtoP(M : R) the generator Poincare-dual to the class of a point in Hn{M: R) and call it the fundamental class.
We now list some trivial homological facts which will be repeatedly used in the following sections.
Suppose (C*, d
) is a free R-cochain complex of finitp. type; if rkRC* = rkRH*, then d = 0 and C* = H*. Thus the fact that H* is a free R-module is part of the conclusion. This assertion will be used repeatedly to prove the degeneration of various spectral sequences.
1.5. If cp : F ~ E ~ B is a fibre-bundle with connected fibres, the Serre spectral sequence of cp with coefficients in R is denoted by E*{cp : R). If R~ S is a flat extension, then E,{cp : S) = E,(cp : R) ®R S, d~ = d~ ®~ S.
1.6. There is a fairly simple formal 'Poincare-duality' argument which is used several times in the paper, so we given an abstract formulation here. The proof can be found in 4.5.
Suppose A * is a finitely-generated P-D algebra with fundamental class [A] defined over the PID R. Let at, ... , a, E A * be elements such that
Then the subalgebra generated by at, ... , a, is an exterior algebra of rank 2' and is an R-summand of A *. The end of a proof is indicated by a square '0'. A bar over an element of a ring denotes its reduction mod 2.
A 'reduction' to the odd case
As explained in the introduction, we will prove Theorem 1 by culling certain general features of H*(Spin(n): 1) which are established in later sections.
Although this does not completely eliminate the consideration of Spin(2n) from later sections, it does simplify our task soml.what. The analogous result for SO(n) is simpler and can be proved along the same lines. The reader might prefer to return to this section after going through Sections 3-5.
For a positive integer m define and for the duration of this sectIOn put G" = Spin(2n + 1), G,,+I = Spin(2n + 2). To prove degeneration over IF 2' we can certainly take n 2:: 1; then A(2n + 1) = A(2n + 2) and so 2.1(b) and 1.4 yield the assertion. Change of rings gives a map of the (long-exact) Wang sequence over if to the Wang sequence with !F:?-coefficients. Using the results above and an elementary diagram chase we obtain d~,,+, = O. 0
Denote by E = 7T*[S2"+I] E H:?"+'(G,,+, : R). Again from 2.1 the restriction map
is a surjective ring homomorphism with kernel the principal ideal (c). Hence it is easy to see that f: has an additive splitting and that additively we have Once we prove that f; has a multiplicative splitting, then E2 = 0 will give us the result.
For R = IF, we have proved the existence of such a splitting in Corollary 5.4.5;
here we need a slight modification of it. using Corollary 5.4.4 and Proposition 5.5. In the notation of Section 5 the map is a ring homomorphism splitting f;,. Moreover. this splitting commutes with Sq \ although not with all the higher squaring operations in general. Now consider the universal coefficient theorem for the change of rings p: 7L ~ IF 1 applied to G"+I.G,,. Since the splitting commutes with Sq\ 2.1(c) implies that it commutes with the 'coboundary' in the uroiversal coefficient theorem. and hence it induces a multiplicative splitting of f; CS ' ;:" 2 We will now lift ii to a splitting ;:f the integral rings.
Given any space X, let Tors H*(X: /Z) be the ideal generated by all elements of finite order in H*(X: 7L). The quotient
is a functor from spaces to graded, torsion-free 7L-algebras which preserves products, as one sees from the nonfunctorial splitting in the Kiinneth formula. Hence for a finite (connected) H-space X, Q(X) is an exterior algebra over 7L on generators of odd degree by Hopt's theorem and Borel's Proposition 7.3 [2] . These degrees are of course well known for X= G".G,,+I; and thus we obtain a diagram where the exact rows can be split by assigning to Yi the element Xi of (5.2.1) and to i the element £ = 7T * [ S 1" + I]. In particular, the rows remain exact after tensoring with IF 2 We record the facts which we have used from later sections: (i) The structur~ of H*(Spin(k): 1F 2 ) as a DGA with differential Sql coming from Proposition 5.4 and Corollary 5.4.4.
(ii) The construction of the elements Xi whose square-free products generate the free part of H*(Spin(k) :.l) (Corollary 5.3.1).
The integral cohomology ring of X" and allied spaces
We will give an elementary topological calculation of the cohomology ring of
and show that this immediately yields The first complete calculations of (a) and (b) are apparently in the 1974 thesis of Marlin [6] (1) , which further suggests that this ring has not previously been fully described. At the end of the section we compute the mod 2 cohomology of
which is required for computing the action of d (2) on H*(Spin(k) : 1F 2 ), as well as the Pontryagin product in Section 6.
Fix standard inclusions
In the associated homogeneous fibre bundle
the pull-back f* TS 2 " of the tangent bundle of S211 has a tautological complex structure J. In fact, there are homogeneous complex bundles
n n associated to the standard U(n) module C"; and (f* TS 211 , 
Proof. The ideal I n is clearly in the kernel of q>, so we have a map
which is still surjective. Hence it is enough to prove that the quo~ient ring on the left, call it '#f n , is a free I-module of rank 2", which follows from (a) dimn:, 'Je" ® 1F2 is 2", For m = 2n + 1 (or 2n) we can take T' ~ U(n); this gives a fibre-bundle
and by restriction
which are the complex flag bundles of "" -X and V" -+ Y respectively, Hence 3.4.1. Corollary.
Vir: now introduce the so-called Chow rings of Spin(m) and SO(m) . For any coeffi.;ient ring R and any compact group G with maximal torus T the differential in the R-spectral sequence of the bundle
Th$ is the 'Chow ring of G (with R coefficients), and it acquires this name from the re~ult of Grothendieck cited above. Note that since H*(GIT: /2) is a free Z-module we have A*(G: R) = A*(G: tE)®z R.
where a j , m are as ill Corollary 3.3.1.
Proof. The second description follows from the first as in 3.3. 
and similarly for A +(SO(2n) : Z); that is, except for the factor Z in degree 0, the integral Chow ring for SO(2n + 1) (respectively SO(2n» is the same as the mod 2 cohomology of XII (respectively XII-I) ' As we shall need the Chow rings of Spin(2n + 1) and Finally, we make some remarks on the cohomology of X~ = Spin(2n + 1)/ SU(n) which arises from the lift of SU(n)-U(n)-SO(2n + 1) to Spin(2n + 1).
The principal circle-bundle has Euler class 1' 1 because X~ is 3-connected. Define
Then the Gysin sequence of the S I -bundle above gives 
and then the result follows by defining x E H In particular, we have X Z == O.
We end with some miscellaneous remarks. 
The E)-term of the spedral sequence for ~n
We will describe the bigraded algebra E~" * (gil: 1) for
and use the description to show that E 3 ( gil : 1) = E",( gIl : 1). In the next section we will 'disentangle' the filtration to compute H*(Spin(2n + 1) : 1) from E",( gil : 1). The corresponding calculations in the even case are quite similar and will be briefly indicated from time to time as necessary.
Of course, the algebras E 3 ( gil : 10» and E 3 ( gil : IF;>.) are much simpler to calculate, and will be done first. They will then be compared with E 3 ( gil : 1) by means of the following 'universal coefficient formula' for E 3 ( gil)' For any compact connected lie group G with maximal torus T, and any coefficient ring R, the differential d~ in E2 of T~G~G/T is 'universally' specified, so that d~ = d~ ® R. Since E 2 (R) is free we obtain where () has bidegree (2, -1). Using the isomorphism d~·l: H'CT : Z)-+ H~CFC2n + 1) : Z) (Spin(2n + 1) is 2-connected) we fix for once and for all, elements t, t1" .. ,tn E H'(T: Z) such that Then {t, ( 
Proposition. If 2 is invertible in R, then
and hence
Proof. This is of course known, but the same proof is required again, and is short enough to give.
Combining CoroHury 3.3.1 and Proposition 3.4 with the hypothesis that! E R,
where CPj = jth elementary symmetric function in ei, ... , e;'. Hence the cochain
is a Koszul complex whose defining ideal of relations is generated by the regular sequence { CP" ... , cp,,}. Therefore (see [9] ), the cohomology is an exterior algebra on n generators of degree (deg cp)
In fact, Tate's construction [9] implies that the fibre-degree of each generator is 1, which gives E3 = Ex and then since char R ~ 2, the last isomorphism. D An entirely similar argument works for Spin(2n). 
These formulae persist in suitable quotients of K* and they imply the foBc'J'ling proposition for the bundle
where T' ~ U(n) is a maximal torus: That is, multiplying the generators of In by 2, we obtain
Proposition. T), ••• , T" are dz-cocyc/es in Ez(v n : Z) and generate the exterior algebra E 3 (v II
with Uk = 0 if k > n. The cIemt:nts Ti can be defined in E 2 ( ~n : lL) also; hence 
Proof. (a) follows from construction and (b) from the fact that the total degree of ~ is 4j -1. For (c) we first remark that in H*(Xn : lL) we have the identity 
over .l we must modify the Or Since
we have
We will now successively modify the elements OJ' j = 2k :5 n so that the last one 8: Proof. The first assertion is clear and the second follows from 
Let ~,: be the subalgebra of E2(~II:.l) generated by {1, I/Ii" .. ' 1/11I}. which is impossible. Now ~ ,~ is contained in the d 2 -cocycles, and by the argument above intersects the d 2 -coboundaries in 0, hence it injects into E3(~" : Z) and since it is a retract of E2(~PI: Z) it is a summand of Ei~/I: Z), of rank 2". 0
For Spin(2n + 2), the corresponding assertion holds with "',' ... , "'" (given by the same formulae) and T,,+, as generators (see Propositions 4.2 and 3.5).
The following result is given in [4] ; but we need a more explicit version which gives cocycle representatives for the generators. with dz(t) = y, '
The cohomology algebras of the first two complexes give the last two factors in the assertion. The cohomology of C,; is exterior on n -1 generators by the argument of Proposition 4.1 and coc~ de representatives in £2 are given by the formulae
They satisfy the anarogue of Proposition 4.2; indeed, for 2 $; j $; n
so that (4.1.3(b» proves the claim. 0
A similar computation works for the IF 2 spectral sequence of
with an extra exterior factor A *( Til + 1) tagging along from E2 onwarc,~. The appearance of the cohomology of SU(n) in the proof above is not Just an algebraic happenstance, The mod 2 spectral sequence of SU(n)~ Spin{2n + 
Thus modulo exact terms in Ei g : IF 2) we have
25-n
Note that for n s; 8 there is no second term In (4.6.5); and for any n we can use !/Is instead of t® ii~l-I as a generator of E 3 ( gil : IF:!).
Using Proposition 4.6 and the universal-coefficient formula from the beginning of the section, Proof. The first assertion is simply that E 3 ( ~Il : Z) ® ZO) is free and the second follows from Propositions 4.1 and 4.6. IJ Next, we prove that Til is a group of exponent 2 by using a 'formal' Bockstein argument. In the universal-coefficient exact sequence above, if we follow the map We can now prove the conjecture of Kac [4] , mentioned in the Introduction. Since ~: is a retract of E 3 ( Sn : Z) it follows that it is a retract of every E,( Sn : Z). The right-hand side of this inequality was computed in Proposition 4. (4.9.1)
One ca."} check directly that for n s 4 the second inclusion is an equality but for n;::: S, it is proper 2 despite a count on the 2-ranks because there are many relations.
To get at what is missing in Tn for n 2!: 5 we define the 'Bockstein' module B., k T~ as follows. As always, let m = [en + 1)/2) 2!: 3. Although the subspaces of E:x;( €n) which occur below are all bigraded, this is not always essential and so we shall ignore the bigrading when convenient. it is useful to write l' = image of (; in [ 
as the image of Pi E E: Proof. We only need to show that these relations (and the relations defining A:(lL), of course) generate the full ideal of relations. So consider a polynomial P(Uj7 Xj) which is zero. Using Proposition 5.5 we can reduce P to an A: (lL)-linear combination of square-free monomials in the Xi and then from Corollary 5.3.1 we see that the coefficients must in fact lie in A; (lL) . Now P will give rise in gr H*(n : lL) = E",( ~n : lL) to A: (lL)-linear relations among the products !/IlY" but these have already been listed in Proposition 4.13, and they correspond precisely to (5.5.1). 0
We mentioned at the end of Section 4 that {!/Ik 'Y2j-I' {3,} form a minimal set of generators for E",,( ~n : lL). From that statement and Proposition 5.5 we deduce that {I, x k • U 4j -3 ' v,} form a minimal set of generators for H*(n : lL).
We now compute the S*-Iinear relations in V n • In analogy with the discussion preceding Proof. We reduce mod 2 to verify that these elements are in the kernel. For the completeness, we can throw the brunt of the work back on Proposition 4.17 as was done in the proof of Proposition 5.6. From a computational, 'hands-on' viewpoint the only difference between the generators Xi' U j , v K and .pi' 'fi' 13 K is that in the latter set "'~ = 0, .8i = 0, which is not necessarily so in the former set.
However, the generators of the former set still satisfy the analogous linear independence statements, and this is really all that was used in the proof of Proposition 4.17. 0
All we have to do now to complete the description of the ring H*(n : Z) is to describe the products VIV] as S*-linear combinations of UK' Here we get formulae which are slightly different from those of Proposition 4.18. First of all, v; E A; (Z) is not zero in general: but its value is deducible from Proposition 5.8(a,' vr alternatively easily described using Z;j -I = ii 2j _ I' For index sets I, J we give below two product formulae which give the general formula by an obvious induction.
Proof. We can work in H*(n : 1F 2 ), and then the verifications are routine. For part First of all, coup-ting dimensions over 1F2 using part (a), 1.4 implies that the mod 2 spectral sequence of
:::;j:::; 2n -2, and hk = 1T*(Vk) if 1, = 2n -1. 2n. Proceeding inductively, it is only necess'/ ,'y to verify the assertion for n = 1 and to prove hk = 1T*(V k ), k = 2n -1, 2n. Now for n = 1 the nonzero groups in H*(SO(3) : IF:J are all I-dimensional. so hi = gi' 1:::; i:::; 2. Assuming the result for n -1, consider the diagram
Now Since h~ = h2i' for j s;z (see Lemma 5.4.1(b» we have the following:
Proof. There is a map of bundles p : ~n ~ ~~ which is the identity on the base, and the given double covering on the fibre and total space. From the explicit constructions of Proposition 4.6 and 7. We also know from Propositions 3.8 and 4.6 that the mod 2 spectral sequence of
collapses at E 2 • Performing a diagram chase of the bundles
we obtain 1T*(X) = z. For Sql(Z) we note that Sql(is) = 0 because is is the reduction of an integral class. Hence formula (5.4.7) gives the result. 0
From 3.9.1 we see that when there is no power of 2 intervening between n l and
(n 1 : 1F2); and it is this feature which makes it amenable for calculations.
The integral Pontryagin ring of Spin(k)
We begin by calculating the comultiplication on our generators in where the sum rUllS over all pairs (i, j) such that i + 2j = 2a 1 -1. In particular, this second sum is zero iff n = 3 or n = 2Q.
Proof. We will prove the results in three steps. At this point it follows that if n = 2"" or n = 3, then for numerical reasons there
To prove (c) fix a power of 2, and wri:e n = 2 Notice that , is a central element in H * (Spin(k) : 1F 2 ), and {'ev}, {'odd} generate exterior subalgebras.
We can now tackle the integral Pontryagin product. Define ~; E H 4i -t (n : Z) to be the Poincare-dual of llj,,; Xj E H*(n : Z). Proof. The given set spans the aigebra H *(n : l(!» and hence it is linearly independent over "l.; its Z-span having a cokernel of two-power order in the free summand. Hence it suffices to show that the set is linearly independent over IF 2. Using (5.4.6) and Proposition 6.3 one sees easily that is the homology operation dual to Sq 1 and it is a derivation of the Pontryagin product; hence X is completely specified by X(O =0, the la;;t equation following most easily from €s =, (see (6.4.1». Since the subalgebra of H *(Spin(k) : 1F 2 ) generated by {'2J is commutative, for 
J being the set of! times the even elements in I. Now among the l2i-1 appearing above, if i = 2\ then '2;-1 = ~2Lp otherwise {;2;-1 = P-i' lt remains to consider the case in which there is at least one pair of indices i" is in I with ir + is = 2a l -1. Again we try to effect the rearrangement above, except that for each i r , is we may introduce another monomial 'r' where I' = 1-{i" is}. Hence by the induction hypothesis and the reduction above, we are done. 0
Note that we have proved something more; namely that the torsion subgroup of H *(Spin(k) : Z) i~ generated by {~2i, ,...)}. An immediate consequence of the discussion above is the following proposition: Proposition 6.6. In H *(n : Z) we have
In H *(Spin(2n + 2) : Z) we have (c) ." commutes with ~i' j = i s n,
To describe the product relations among the {~j' P-I} we define a permissible index set to be special iff it is a pair of the form {i, a I -i}. Given Proposition 6.6, we fix permissible index sets I, I to describe the remaining commutators and we put L = {i E II a l -i E I}. 
Proof. As always, the verifications proceed by reduction mod 2, and (1) 
~ ~: T' --+ SO(k)--+ F(k)
give~ an isomorphism of spectral sequences and cohomology rings for any coefficient ring containing!. Now we shall run through the analogues of Sections 4 to 6 for SO(2n + 1), indicating the required modifications for the even case where necessary. In particular, these assertions will show that Theorem 1 (Section 2) holds for SO as well. We now proceed to the parallels with Section 5. We now move on to describe the Pontryagin product in H *(~ will of course be commutative, as one easily deduces from t H *(SO(k) : 1F 2 ) and H *(SO(k) : ZO »). 
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